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Writer, Poet & Community Artist

"Creating a culture of
community."

@alliesartclub

Allie's
Art Club

I created this grassroots
community arts
organisation to bring people
together and support their
mental health and wellbeing
through the arts.

September 2021
Photo of attendee browsing art at Allie's
Launch Party, which included an outdoor
art market and a performing arts show.

October 2021
Photo of food bank visitor receiving pack
of art supplies donated with funds raised
from Launch Party.

Organised and hosted by Lydia

Packed and distributed by Lydia

May 2022
Photo of panel discussion with mental
health experts at Allie's mental health
arts event at the Lucky Club in Mayfair.

May 2022
Photo of zines displayed at Deptford
Does Art Zine Fest, with Allie's pink zine
hanging in the middle.

Organised and hosted by Lydia

Zine designed and curated by Lydia

During my time at You Press, I
wrote about social issues and
engaged with local communities
by designing and delivering an
arts programme.

"Empowering young people to
speak out through writing and
creative arts"
@you_press

Creative Writing Intern, March - June 2021
For this internship with You Press, I wrote journalistic articles for their blog on a range of topics,
such as food poverty, mental health, women's rights and artistic activism.
The UK's Food Crisis:
A View from a North London Food Bank
"Malnutrition and other experiences related to food
insecurity have a number of consequences for those
directly impacted, including lowered life expectancy,
weakened immunity, poorer mental health and
wellbeing, lower educational outcomes and unstable
employment."
Projects & Communications Lead, January - July 2022
For this freelance role, I designed and coordinated a multimedia storytelling programme,
facilitated creative writing workshops and organised an event to celebrate cultural diversity.

Photo of participants at the Culture Evening
event, where I facilitated discussions around
race, nationality, heritage and art.

Photo of me facilitating a poetry
workshop focusing on personal
identity.

I also edited articles by interns and created informational
content for You Press' website, in addition to writing more
articles for their blog, such as:
Crystal Meditation:
Training my ADHD Brain One Rock at a Time
"Crystal meditation has worked wonders for my ADHD,
helping me to manage and improve many of the
challenges of this form of neurodivergence."

Birdsong from Inobservable Worlds
"This combined arts project, spanning literature, performance and film, and in
partnership with The Wellcome Collection, explores and challenges the narrative in
existing mental health archives, and adds missing voices to the current archives of
madness."
Unlimited

Project led by
"mad artist"
Dolly Sen

Photo from Unlimited.org.uk

"Unbound"
My chapter in Birdsong from Inobservable Worlds (Book 3: LGBTQ+ stories) is a plunge
into my world of creatively dealing with post-traumatic stress disorder as a survivor of
sexual violence, as well as my experiences of the public mental health system.

"For each concise point and smooth alliteration, synchronistic rhyme and
artistic narration, pleasure rolls across my skin and dissipates into the
space between myself and the person who may someday read my work."
from Unbound
Creative writing and art have been my main ways of healing psychological trauma and
coping with PTSD, which I write about in my chapter - among many other things!

Zines

My poem "Healing is" and the accompanying illustration I drew were published in The
Survivor Zine - Issue 2: Safety & Healing, which includes a range of art and writing by
survivors of sexual violence. All profits raised from their zine sales go towards
charities supporting survivors of sexual violence and abuse.

I designed and curated a poetry zine for Spoken, a grassroots poetry organisation.
The zine includes poems written by 20 poets from London and focuses on themes
related to the COVID-19 lockdown and social activism. I also included two of my
poems - one about communication and one about volunteering at a food bank.

CRAZY

An art and poetry zine about mental health
I designed and curated this zine, which includes
photography, drawings, paintings and poetry
made by 10 artists, including myself. The artwork
included express our views and experiences of
topics related to mental health, such as mental illhealth, relationships and self-care. The zine was
named "CRAZY" as this is a common word that is
often used without much awareness of how its
use reflects and reinforces prevailing views of
mental ill-health and the stigma that surrounds it.

Photo of zines for sale at Allie's mental
health arts event at the Lucky Club.

My poem on self-love in the zine section
"Self-Care for Mental Wellbeing".

Photo of me at the Deptford Does Art
Zine Fest, where I was invited to talk
about Allie's Art Club and my journey
creating the CRAZY zine.
I also facilitated a creative writing
workshop focusing on self-care and
mental wellbeing at the festival.

Artistic Performance & Facilitation
In addition to hosting and
organising arts events, I have
performed my work
at
multiple public events in
London, such as Spoken, Mind
Over Matter, Joly Licks and
Creative Connect.
My poetry and spoken word
performances explore subjects
such as mental health, trauma,
intersectional feminism, civil
society and the environment.
The photo on the left was taken
in 2019 at She Grrrowls, a
feminist arts event in London.

The photo on the right was taken
at one of the first creative
writing workshops I facilitated in
2019 with the charity C4WS
Homeless Project.
Since then, I've facilitated a
number of creative writing
workshops for a range of people.
My workshops provide a traumainformed, emotionally attuned
environment for participants to
express themselves. Participants
have told me my workshops are
fun, inclusive and engaging.

Artistic Studies
Life Drawing
Drawing of a nude
model I completed
in class in June
2022 as part of a
practical, 10-week
Life Drawing course
at WM College.

Since January 2022, I've completed a number of art courses at WM College to expand
my artistic skills and learn how to express myself through visual art and music.
I have made great progress in painting and drawing realistic representations of human
and plant life and playing guitar, and will continue my multidisciplinary studies so I
can be confident in a number of creative mediums and facilitate workshops in a range
of art forms.

Botanical Drawing
& Painting
Watercolour
painting of an iris I
created in March
2022 during this 10week course, which
is displayed at WM
College gallery.

In August 2021, I completed a NOCNcertified "Community Champions" course
at
Art4Space,
a
community
arts
organisation based in Stockwell.
This 3-month course covered a range of
topics related to community arts, including
its history, strategy and practice, social
benefits and a range of case studies.

This practical course developed my
understanding of how the arts can
be used to engage communities in
issues affecting them, provide
opportunities for them to develop
a sense of social belonging and
improve their mental and physical
health and wellbeing.

As part of this course, my
coursemates and I worked on a
group glass art project, which is
displayed at Art4Space.
We made individual glass art pieces
inspired by a short section of
writing from a quote that
resonated with each of us.
The quote for our combined
artwork reads, "A compassionate
light shines on the darkest, most
vulnerable spaces".

